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Abstract 
The paper investigates down-sets associated to well quasi orders. Of particular language- 
theoretic interest is the quasi order u <,,t’ (resp. u <,qu) of u being a subword (resp. a Par&h 
subword) of u, as well as their inverses. We establish a number of results about the regularity and 
effective regularity of the down-sets, in particular, a general condition for the effective regularity 
of the down-set associated to an inverse well quasi order (Theorem 7.1). It is decidable whether 
or not an arbitrary regular language results as a down-set from an infinite or bi-infinite word, 
whereas the same problem is undecidable for context-free language. A quasi order being a well 
quasi order is connected to arbitrary languages being confluent. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The results of Higman [7] and Haines [5] are often used in the theory of formal 
languages. For instance, let u b,u denote that u is a (scattered) subword of v. Then any 
language L whatsoever contains only a finite number of words minimal with respect 
to the partial order 6,. Consequently, if we have a set S of words such that no two 
words in S are comparable with respect to 6,, then necessarily S is finite. 
Based on similar ideas, Haines also showed that the languages 
DOWN<,(L) = {W 1 w &u for some 24 E L} 
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and 
DOWNER = {w 1 u<,w for some u EL} 
are regular for any language L. (This result is reported in Theorem 3.3 below.) Of 
course, the languages mentioned are effectively regular only in exceptional cases. 
We investigate in this paper down-sets, defined analogously with the set DOWN(L) 
above. However, our starting point will be an arbitrary quasi order < , instead of Gs. 
We have chosen a quasi order as our starting point, rather than an arbitrary partial 
order, since our main language-theoretic applications concern the relation u <,pv, u is 
a Par&h subword of v. This relation is not a partial order. We will mainly investigate 
the problem of the regularity of a down-set. The problem is related to the property 
of conjhence: a language L is conjhent with respect to a quasi order < if and only 
if, for any x, y E L, there is a z E L such that xdz and y dz. For general theoretical 
results, it is important that our basic quasi order d is a well quasi order, a requirement 
certainly satisfied by the relation 6~. 
After the fundamental definitions and a survey of previous results, given in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3, we investigate subwords of infinite, or bi-infinite, words in Section 4. 
Specifically, we try to represent a down-set as the set of prefixes, suffixes or factors 
of a single infinite or bi-infinite word, when the underlying relation is <$. When is 
such a representation possible? We give a decision method for regular languages, and 
show the problem to be undecidable for context-free languages. 
Section 5 deals with the quasi order <p and, supplemented with Section 7, contains 
our most important contributions to the theory of formal languages. We show that 
the down-set of an arbitrary regular language, and evdn of an arbitrary context-free 
language is effectively regular. This result holds true also if we start with the inverse 
relation 29. In fact, we prove a general result concerning the effective regularity 
of down-sets with respect to inverses of well quasi orders with certain properties. 
Our result applies to the family of context-free languages for both quasi orders 6, 
and <p. It is also decidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free language is 
confluent with respect to <1p, a result we consider to be unexpected. Our general 
result, Theorem 7.1, should be of interest independently of its applications to regular 
and context-free languages. 
Finally, the notion of confluence is generalized in Section 6. We show that this 
generalization is closely connected with the concept of well quasi order. 
We feel that our algebraic approach is, in general, in accordance with the work of 
Marco Schtitzenberger. We would like to add the following specific detail. It is quite 
remarkable that the particular types of regular languages coming up in our consider- 
ations in Sections 5 and 6 were investigated already in the 60’s. Indeed, they were 
called “quasi-uniform events” in [ 121 and represent low loop complexity from the point 
of view of the accepting automaton. The well-known paper [2] presents in a very com- 
pact fashion (a more elaborated treatment is given in [ 131) the whole landscape of loop 
complexities. 
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2. Definitions 
For an alphabet C, we denote by C* the free monoid generated by C and by 2, the 
empty word, its identity. The free semigroup generated by Z is denoted by Cf. 
A right-infinite word over C is a word which is unbounded from the right. It can be 
viewed as a function c( : Z+ ----+ C from the set of positive integers into the alphabet 
C. Analogously, a left-injnite word is a function a : Z_ ----+ C. The set of all right- 
(left-)infinite words is denoted by CQ (“C). For a finite word w E C*: IwI denotes the 
length of w and, for a E C, 1~1, denotes the number of occurrences of a in w. Denote 
also w”’ = www.. . E C” and “‘w = . . .www E “C. 
A bi-injinite (two-sided) word is an infinite word without any end. We can define 
a bi-infinite word as a function CI : Z --+ C or, in fact, as an equivalence class of the 
set C” with respect to the equivalence relation defined for cx,p E C” by r N /I if and 
only if there is an integer k such that for any n E Z, cx(n) = fl(n + k). We denote by 
‘“C’” the set of all bi-infinite words over C. 
Given a quasi order relation < on C*, we say that a language L&C* is confluent 
W.Y. t. d if and only if for any x, y E L there is z E L such that xbz and ybz. Notice 
that the empty language is confluent w.r.t. any quasi order on 27. Also, for any two 
quasi orders 61 and ~2 on Z*, if 61 C <2, then any language confluent w.r.t. 61 
is confluent also w.r.t. <I. 
Some of the most important quasi orders on C* in combinatorics on words, see [l], 
are as follows, where we suppose that U, u are arbitrary finite words over C: 
prefix: u < pu iff there is w E C* such that u = UW, 
factor: u dfv iff there is w,z E C* such that v = wuz, 
subword: u<,YU iffz4=aIaz...a,,n>0,ai E C,l<i<n, 
V= VlUlV2a2...VnanV,+I,Vi E C”,l<i<n+ 1, 
Parikh subword: u<.pv iff 1~1, < IuI,, for any a E C. 
Notice that < ,p, <f, and G,~ are partial orders but <.p is not. 
The down-set of L MI. r. t. 6, denoted DOWN G(L), is the set 
DOWN<(L) = {w E C” I w6u for some u E L}. 
For instance, DOWN<,(L) is the set of all factors of words in L, DOWNER is the set 
of all prefixes of words in L. The down-operator DOWN< is monotone and idempotent. 
For an infinite word c1 E 27” U “C U “F”, we denote by Fact(a), Pref(u), 2&f(u), 
the set of all finite factors, prefixes, and suffixes of CC, respectively. For instance, for 
c( E” C, Pref(a) = 0. 
For a quasi order 6 on C* we define the following families of languages: 
,FGr = {L C: C* IL = DOWN G (Pref(r)), for some c( E Z”}, 
,&l = {L C C*IL = ~o~~<(Suf(a)), for some CI E “Z}, 
2Q’ = {L C C*IL = ~ow~~(Fuct(a)), for some x E “lZ’O}, 
.p< = or u ~1 u @i. 
c < c < r < 
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Examples. 1. The context-free language 
L1 = {a”b” 1 n>O} 
is confluent w.r.t. df because, for any a”b”,ambm E Ll, we have, for any p b max 
(m, n}, a”b” < faJ’bP, ambm < YaJ’bP, and aJ’bp E L,. It follows that L1 is confluent 
w.r.t. ds too. Since there is no word in L1 which has as prefixes both ab and a2b2, 
L1 is not confluent w.r.t. Gp. Notice that also C* fails to be confluent w.r.t. Gp, for 
any alphabet C, card(C) > 2. 
2. The regular language 
L2 = a* U b’ 
is confluent w.r.t. none of the partial orders <f, Go, or <p since, for any wi E 
a+, w2 E b+, there is no word in L2 which contains both w1 and w2 as factors, subwords, 
or prefixes, respectively. 
3. The language 
L3 = a*b*c* U {abca} 
is confluent w.r.t. <a since a*b*c* is confluent w.r.t. <, and abca 6ya’bc. On the 
other hand, L3 is not confluent w.r.t. <, because for no w E a*b*c*, abca d,w. 
4. Consider two morphisms g,h : C* + A* and the associated equality set 
E(g,h) = {w E c+ 1g(w) = h(w)}. 
Because E(g,h) is closed under catenation, it follows that the language E(g,h) is 
confluent w.r.t. any of the quasi orders <f, <,, and <,P. 
In fact, this a particular case of a more general result: if a language L is a star 
language, L = L+, then L is confluent w.r.t. any quasi order < > <f. 
3. Well quasi orders 
The concept of a well quasi order has been frequently discovered; see, for instance, 
[4,5,7,9]. A complete account in this matter is given by [lo]. The definitions we use 
here are from [l]. 
Let d be a quasi order on Z*. A set L C C* is an antichain of d if all elements in 
L are pairwise incomparable w.r.t. 6, that is, for any U, v E L, neither udv nor v<u. 
The quasi order < is called well founded if there is no infinite descending sequence 
W1 >W2>W3> ... such that, for no i > 1, wi < Wi+l, where > denotes the inverse of 
<. If < is well founded and any antichain of it is finite, then it is a well quasi order. 
The quasi order < is monotone if, for any x, y, u, v E C*, x < y implies uxv d uyv. 
We mention some results on well quasi orders which we shall need later on. Some 
of them can be also found in [3, 111. 
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The first one is a particular form of the well-known theorem by Higman [7] which 
easily implies the fact the subword partial order is a well partial order. 
Theorem 3.1 (Higman [7]). rf’ L is a language such that any two words in L ure 
incomparuble w.r. t. the subword partial order G,~, then L is ,finite. 
Corollary 3.2. The Parikh subword quasi order <jp is a well quasi order. 
Haines [5] seems to have been the first to notice that both sets, of subwords and of 
superwords, are regular for any language. 
Theorem 3.3 (Haines [5]). For any language L, both sets DOWN<,)(L) and DOWNY, 
are regular. 
As shown in [6], this holds for any monotone well quasi order, in particular for the 
Parikh subword quasi order. 
Theorem 3.4 (Ha@ and Ilie [6]). For any monotone well quasi order d on Z* und 
language L C C*, the sets DOWN s (L) and DOWN 2 (L) are regular. 
Corollary 3.5. For any language L, the sets DOWN<,(L) and DOWN>,(L) are regular. 
It may happen that regular expressions for DOWN<(L) and DOWN>(L) cannot be found 
effectively. As noticed by van Leeuwen in [15], if they can be effectively found for a 
family of languages, then the emptiness problem is decidable for the same family of 
languages. The converse of this statement has been shown to be true in the case of 
DOWN>.,(L) for families effectively closed under intersection with regular sets in [ 151. 
Theorem 3.6 (van Leeuwen [ 151). For any family 9 effectivelly closed under inter- 
section with regular sets, one can eflectively determine DOWN>,,(L) for each L E 2 if 
and only tf 2’ has a untformly decidable emptiness problem. 
Solving an open problem of Haines [5], van Leeuwen [ 151 proved also the following 
result which we shall need later on. 
Theorem 3.7 (van Leeuwen [15]). For context-free languages L, one can eflectively 
determine DOWN<~(L). 
For other formal language theory notions and results we refer to [S, 131. 
4. Subwords of infinite words 
We deal in this section with languages consisting of subwords of infinite words. We 
prove that it is decidable whether or not a given regular language is the set of subwords 
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of a right-, left-, or bi-infinite word. The same problem for context-free languages is 
undecidable. 
We make the following convention which will be used in Sections 4 and 5: whenever 
we write L C Z*, C is supposed to be the minimal alphabet with this property. 
Also, for a finite word w E C*, we denote by Sub(w) the set of subwords of w, that 
is, Sub(w) = ~ow~~,~({w}). 
We consider first right-infinite words. The next lemma is a characterization for a 
language to be the set of subwords of a right-infinite word. 
Lemma 4.1. For L C C*, denote by C, the set of letters a E C such that 
LnC*a 
is injinite. Then L E %<l if and only if 
_ either L = C* and CI = C, 
- or else L = Sub(w)CT and 0 # CI c C, for some w E CM, where 
A4 = .pzt%, max{ IwI ( w E L n Z*a}. 
Proof. Consider L = DomGx(Pref(cr)), for some CY = c11 c12c~3 . E C", (Xi E Z, for all 
i>l. 
Suppose first Cl = C and prove that L = C*. Take w = alaI.. .a, E C*. If 
n = 0, then w = 1 E L. Assume n 3 1. Since al E C = Cl, there is il > 1 such that 
C(i, = al. Now, a2 E CJ, so ai2 = a2, for some i2 > il. Continuing inductively, we find 
il < i2 < “. < i, such that C(i, = ak, for any 1 <k 6 n. Therefore w = Cli, Cli2 . . Ui, E 
DowNG5(Pref(a)) = L. 
Suppose now 0 # CI c Z. We prove by inclusion in both directions that 
L = Sub(cqcc2.. . tlM)C;. 
Take w = Cli,Cli,... Cti, E L,n>l. If i,,<M, then w E Sub(alcQ...aM) and if M < il, 
then, using an inductive argument, w E ct. The remaining possibility is ik <<M < ikfl, 
for some 1 dkdn - 1. Then Cli,aiZ . ..Cli. E Sub(Elu2...@,+,) and aik+,Mik+2 . ..ai” E CT, 
hence w E Sub( c(l ~2 . . . a~)Zf One inclusion is proved. For the converse inclusion, it 
is enough to see that cf C DOWN~~(PI-~~(CQ+~CQ+~...)). 
The converse implication is clear since, in the second case, CI # 0. 0 
From Lemma 4.1 we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is in the 
family qx. 
Proof. Consider a regular language R C C*. If R is finite, then R 6 %<$, so suppose 
R infinite. Using the notations in Lemma 4.1, we can effectively determine ZI. Now, 
if C = .X1, then R E %<y$ if and only if R = C* which is decidable. If Cl c C, then 
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R E FGr3 if and only if R = Sub(w)C;, for some w E CM. Since A4 is effectively 
computable and there are only finitely many words in CM, this is also decidable. 0 
By left-right duality, we get the next result. 
Corollary 4.3. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is in the 
family PdY. 
We now turn our attention to the bi-infinite case and give a characterization for a 
language to be the set of subwords of a bi-infinite word. 
Lemma 4.4. For L C C*, denote by AE, AF the sets qf pairs (a, 6) of letters in C such 
that 
LnaC” nZ*b 
is empty or jinite nonempty, respectively. Then L E YGy if and only if 
~ either L = C* and AE = AF = 8, 
- or L = C7.Z; and AE # 8, AF = 0, for some nonempty Cl, & c C, 
- or else L = CySub(w)C; and AF # 0, f or some nonempty Cl,& c C, w E CM, 
where 
Proof. If one of the three conditions is fulfilled, then clearly L E @. 
Consider then L = DowN<.,(Fact(cc)), c( = . . . ~2@-lcx0ct112.. E “Zw. 
Suppose first AE = A,c = 8 and prove L = C*. For any a E C, denote 
m+(a) = sup{n / n2O,cc, = a}, 
m_(a) = sup{-n 1 n<O,cc, = a}. 
We have that, for any a E C, at least one of m+(a) and m_(a) is infinite. Moreover, 
if one of the two suprema is finite for some a E C, then, for any b E C, the other 
supremum corresponding to b is infinite. Therefore, clearly, L = C*. 
Suppose now that AE # 0, AF = 8 and construct the sets 
21 = {a E C 1 m_(a) = co}, 
C2 = {a E C I m+(a) = CQ}. 
It should be clear that Zt U C2 = C and, if ab E L, then either a E Cl or b E C2. 
We claim that L = C;C;. The inclusion C;C; 5 L is clear. For the converse, take 
alaz... a, E L. Then, for any 1 <i<n, either m_(ai) = cc or m+(aj+l) = CO. If 
m-(ai) = cc for all ldidn, then alaz...a, E CT. Similarly, m+(ai) = cc for 
all 1 <i<n implies ala.2 . . . a, E C;. The remaining possibility is that there exists 
1 Giodn - 1 such that m_(ai) = oc for 1 <i<io and m+(ai) = 00 for io + 1 <i<n. 
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Then ala2.. . ai,, E CT, aio+laio+2..  a,, E C;, hence ala2 . a, E CTC;. The equality is 
proved. 
Finally, suppose AF # 0 and n/i is reached for w = bu = UC E L, b, c E C, u, v E 27, 
[WI = M. Then there is 120 E Z such that CI,,, = b, ano+~_l = c. Put 
Ci = {a E C 1 there is n <no - 1 such that ~1, = a}, 
C2 = {a E C 1 there is n ano + M such that u,, = a}. 
It is easy to see that m_(a) = co for a E Cl and m+(a) = cc for a E CZ. It follows 
that L = C;Sub(w)Cz_*. The proof is concluded. 0 
From Lemma 4.4 we get 
Corollary 4.5. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is in the 
family 5Q. 
Proof. All conditions in Lemma 4.4 are decidable for regular languages. 0 
From Corollaries 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5, we obtain the main pesult of this section. 
Theorem 4.6. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is in the 
family &,. 
The same problem is undecidable for context-free languages. 
Theorem 4.7. It is undecidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free language is 
in the family &. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary Turing machine M and its set of invalid computations 
LM. It is known (see, for instance, [S]) that LM is context-free. We claim that LM 
belongs to the family Z& if and only if its complement is empty. 
One implication is obvious. For the other one, suppose that LM E 9&. It follows 
that any subword of a word in LM is also in LM. Thus, any subword of an invalid 
computation is also an invalid computation. Since any valid computation is a subword 
of an invalid one, it follows that there is actually no valid computation, hence .&$, = 8. 
Consequently, LM E & if and only if the set of valid computations of M is empty 
which is equivalent to the fact that the language accepted by M is empty which is 
undecidable. The result follows. 0 
Observe that, rather than containing new aspects about the family &,, Theorem 4.7 
is another manifestation of the undecidability of the equality between a given context- 
free language and C*. Theorem 4.7, as opposed to Theorem 4.6, shows the power of 
the devices defining context-free languages, not the power of the languages themselves. 
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5. Parikh subwords 
We consider in this section the Par&h subword quasi order. We prove that the 
confluence problem w.r.t. <:T is decidable for regular languages. From this, we deduce 
that it is also decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is in the family 
& ~. Using the effective regularity of down-sets w.r.t. <.ip for context-free languages, 
we prove that the confluence problem w.r.t. G.9 is decidable even in the context-free 
case. 
It is known, see Corollary 3.5, that, for any language R, the down-set DOWN<.(R) 
is regular. We show that DOWNY, IS e ec I e y regular and a finite automaton of a ff t’v 1 
special form can be constructed for it. We need some definitions. 
A chain automaton over the alphabet C is a finite nondeterministic (incomplete) 
automaton defined by the graph 
where k30,ai E C,l di<k,Cl CZ, and Cl n {al,u2,...,ak} = 0. Observe that all 
states are final and Cl may be empty. 
A multichuin automaton is defined similarly: 
Q2k2 5 
----__C 
The notation is the same as before: each Ci is a subset of Z and each a,j is a letter 
of Z’. Also Ci fl {ail,ai2, . . . ,aik,} = 0, for any 1 <i< 1, and all states, except the initial 
state, are final. 
A multichain automaton is chain-reduced if none of its chains is superfluous in the 
sense that every word accepted by the chain is accepted by some of the other chains 
as well. 
The following lemma is obvious, since inclusion is decidable for regular languages. 
Lemma 5.1. For a given multichain automaton, an equivalent chain-reduced multi- 
chain uutomaton can be eflectively constructed. 
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Lemma 5.2. For a given regular language R, a chain-reduced multichain automaton 
accepting the language M)wN+(R) can be efectively constructed. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the regular expression defining R. It suffices to 
construct a multichain automaton for DOWN +(R); the chain-reduction can be carried 
out using the preceding lemma. 
The basis of the induction is clear: the statement holds if R is a letter or 0. (Observe 
that 2 = 8*.) We make the inductive hypothesis: the statement holds true if R is defined 
by a regular expression a or by a regular expression p. We show that it holds true if 
R is defined by any of (a + /I), (@I), or CI*. 
As regards union, we only have to combine the two multichain automata in an 
obvious fashion. (Recall that at this stage we do not have to worry about the result 
being chain-reduced.) 
Consider (a/I). The multichain automaton for it is constructed as follows. Let 
be a chain in the automaton for c( and 
a chain in the automaton for /3. Put 
and 
{b,,h... ,b,} = ((al,%-..,ak) U {a{,&...,&}) - &. 
Then 
as well as every permutation of it, is a chain in the new automaton. 
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Finally, consider a*. Let alph(a) C C be the set of letters appearing in CL. The mul- 
tichain automaton for M* is simply 
Remark. The loop complexity of a regular language may reduce drastically in the con- 
struction of Lemma 5.2. For instance, each of the languages in the sequence considered 
in [2] or [14], is reduced to {a,b}*, although the star height of the languages in the 
sequence is not bounded. 
From Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 3.7, we deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.3. FQY any context-free language L, the down-set DOWN<,(L) is effectively 
regular. 
It has been proved in [6] that the confluence property w.r.t. any quasi order translates 
upwards, from a language to its down-set, and downwards, conversely. 
Theorem 5.4 (Harju and Ilie [6]). For any quasi order <, a language L is conjkent 
w. r. t. d if and only if the down-set DOWN<(L) is confluent w. r. t. 6. 
Theorem 5.5. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language is conjkent 
w.r.t. <Y. 
Proof. Let R be a regular language. Using Lemma 5.2, we construct a chain-reduced 
multichain automaton accepting the language DOWN +(R). Suppose that this automaton 
consists of n chains, cl, 13,. . , c,, and, for any 1 <i dn, Ci is defined by the graph 
aik; 8 
---- 
where Ci = { bil, bi2, . . . , bijz }. 
Notice that each c; is uniquely identified by the word wi = aiiai2.. . a;k, and the 
set Xi. El 
Claim. DOWN<,,(R) iS COnjkent w. r. t. Q 9 if and only if, for any 1 Gi, j Gn, Ci = Cj 
and the words wi and wj are a permutation of each other. 
Proof of claim. If the conditions on ci’s in the statement of our claim are fulfilled, 
then clearly DOWN<,(R) is confluent w.r.t. <p. 
Conversely, suppose that DOWN Ga (R) is confluent w.r.t. 69 and consider two arbi- 
trary i,j, 1 < i, j < n. Denote 
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and consider the words 
U. = wibfb$. . . bz, I 
u. = w.b!bM by 
J J J1 12”’ Jr; 
Since DOWN<,(R) is confluent w.r.t. <,q, there is w E DOWN<,(R) such that Ui<pw, 
uj <pw. Suppose that w is recognized by the chain c,, for some 1 dm <n. From the 
choice of A4 it follows that any word e, 1 <r < li, must be generated, at least partially, 
in a loop. Thus Zi s C, and we claim that Zi = C,. If this is not the case, then take 
b E C, - Ci. There is a permutation of w, say w’, such that Ui Gsw’. Since the word 
w’bM belongs to DOWN+.(R), ‘t 1 is recognized by a chain different from ci, say c,. It 
follows that any word recognized by ci is recognized by c,. as well, a contradiction. 
Therefore Ci = C,. 
Now wi dyw, and it can be proved by contradiction as above that wi and w, must 
be a permutation of each other. 
The same reasoning can be done with k instead of i. Thus, we have Ci = Cj and 
wi is a permutation of wj. The claim is proved. 
Since the conditions on ci’s in our claim above can be effectively checked, it follows 
that it can be decided whether or not DOWN<,(R) is confluent w.r.t. <pp. As, by 
Theorem 5.4, R and DOWN+(R) are simultaneously confluent w.r.t. <p, the proof is 
concluded. 0 
Notice that it can be proved as in Theorem 5.5 that it is decidable whether or not 
an arbitrary regular language belongs to the family 9& but we will do this using the 
following lemma which establishes a connection between the property of a language 
being confluent w.r.t. <,q and belonging to the family FG 7. 
Lemma 5.6. A language L S C* is in the family .9& if and only if the following 
conditions are fuljilled: 
(i) L is in$inite; 
(ii) L = comb+.; 
(iii) L is confluent w.r. t. <!y. 
Proof. If L E FG p, then it is easy to see that L is infinite and L = DOW+.(L). 
To show that L is confluent w.r.t. 6,~, let us put L = Dowiv+(Fact(a)), for some 
CC E wCUZwUwCw and take U, V E L. Then U = Ei,ai, . . . Cli,, V = Olj,ajz . . . Mjs, tlik,Olj, E C, 
and,ifw=ak,ak *... cq,{kl,..., k,}={i, ,..., &}U{jl ,..., js}, then w E L,u+w, and 
vdqw. 
Let us prove the converse implication. Suppose that L C: C* = {al, a2,. . . a,,}* with 
the three properties (i)-(iii) in the statement. 
Consider the projections xi : C* + a:, 16 i <n, given by 
ni(ai) = 
ai, if i = j, 
2, if i # j. 
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We put 
Cl = {a, E Z ) 7ci(L) is infinite } = {Uj,,Uj*, . . . , Ujk}, 
for some k>1,130, and lbj,.dn,ldi,<n, for any l<r<k,l<s61. (Notice that, 
because L is infinite, Ci is non-empty.) 
Consider also 
max lwl = in, < co, for any 1 dsdl. 
WE%,(L) 
We claim that 
L = DOWN 4 ,(Prt?f(U~‘U~ . . . UT’(Uj,Uj, . . Uj, )‘“)). 
The part “G” is clear since no word in L can contain more than m, occurrences of the 
symbol ai,_, for any 1 <s < 1. 
In order to prove the converse inclusion, “z”, consider a word w in the right hand 
member of the equality to be proved. Now, for any 1 <s < 1, there is a word wi, E L with 
IWb la,, 3 lwIaz~~ since there are in L words containing m, occurrences of ais and w cannot 
contain more. Also, for any 1 <r dk, there is a word wj, E L with Iwjr Ia,, > Iwl,,, , 
because there are in L words containing arbitrarily many occurrences of Ujr. Since L 
is confluent w.r.t. ~9, we get inductively a word w’ E L such that 
w,~ <.Pw’, 16rdk 
and so w < p w’. Thus w E DOWN <,(L) = L and the equality is proved. 0 
Notice that a similar result does not hold for the subword partial order 6,. Indeed, 
the language L = u*b*c* is infinite, L = DOWN$~(L), and it is confluent w.r.t. bs. But, 
clearly, L is not the set of subwords of a right-, left-, or bi-infinite word. 
From the previous results in this section, we obtain 
Theorem 5.7. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary regular language belongs 
to the family F<+. 
Proof. Let R be a regular language. If R is finite, then it does not belong to the 
family 2EG ~. Suppose then that R is infinite. By Lemma 5.6, if R # DOWN~,~(R), then 
R # FG ~. Since, using Lemma 5.2, it can be decided whether or not R = DOWN G .(R), 
we can restrict the problem to languages R with R = DOWN<,(R). Now, by Lemma 5.6, 
R E PG :, if and only if R is confluent w.r.t. <?j, which is decidable by Theorem 5.5. 
From the proof of Lemma 5.6 we get another consequence. 
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Proof. We show that, for any language L C C*, L belongs to any of the four families 
in the statement if and only if the conditions (i)-(iii) in Lemma 5.6 are fulfilled. As 
seen in the proof there, if L belongs to any of the families, then (i)-(iii) are fulfilled. 
Conversely, using the notations in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have 
L = Dowt4G8(Pref(a~‘u~ . ..a~‘(Uj.fZj, . ..Uj.)“)) 
= DOWNg,~(SUf(W(Uj,Uj*...U,,)U~'U~ .s.U~')) 
= DOWNg,(FUCt(@(Uj,Uj, . ..Ujk)Ur'UT . ..U~'(Uj.Uj* . ..Uj~)")). 
The equalities in the statement are now clear. 0 
The last result is particular for Parikh subwords. It does not hold for any quasi 
order < & Go, a fact not surprising because of the permutation of letters allowed in 
the Parikh subword quasi order. Indeed, we have the following examples: u*b* E 
PGbi - (F<’ U Fcr), u*b E FG’ - (Fsr U FGbi), and bu* E F<” - (F<’ U FGbi). 
We can prove now the following rather unexpected result. 
Theorem 5.9. It is decidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free language is 
conjluent w. r. t. < 9. 
Proof. Let L be a context-free language. By Corollary 5.3, DOWN+(L) is effectively 
regular and by Theorem 5.4, L is confluent w.r.t. <Y if and only if DOWN<.(L) is 
confluent w.r.t. ~9, which is decidable by Theorem 5.5. 0 
Notice that the next result can be proved as Theorem 4.7. Remarks similar to our 
comparison between Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 can be made in this case as well. 
Theorem 5.10. It is undecidable whether or not an arbitrary context-free language 
is in the family F<,. 
6. Generalized confluence and well quasi orders 
In this section, we generalize the concept of confluence and show that the general- 
ization is strongly connected with the concept of well quasi order. 
Let < be a quasi order on C* and k > 1 an arbitrary fixed integer. A language 




for some languages Li c C*, Li confluent w.r.t. <, for any 1 <i <k. (Notice that this is 
a generalization of the ordinary confluence since l-confluent is the same as confluent.) 
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L is called conjluent W.Y. t. < in generalized sense if L is k-confluent w.r.t. 6, for 
some k>l. 
Examples. 1. The language 
L1 = a* U b*, 
which is not confluent w.r.t. <,T, is 2-confluent w.r.t. <P since any of the two lan- 
guages a* and b’ is confluent w.r.t. d,. 
2. For any k 2 1, the language 
L2,k = {a’bd’ 1 i, j>O,i + j = k} 
is (k+l)-confluent w.r.t. <, but not k-confluent w.r.t. <,. Notice that L2.k is confluent 
w.r.t. dg. 
3. For any alphabet 
L3 = c* 
is not confluent w.r.t. 
C with card(C) > 2, the language 
d P in generalized sense. Indeed, 
any k 2 1, any two of the words b, ab, a2b,. . , akb cannot 
w.r.t. < P of C’. Therefore, C* is not k-confluent w.r.t. 
consider a, b E C,a # 6. For 
be in the same confluent part 
<p. 
The next theorem states that, for any quasi order <, a language L and its down-set 
DOWN<(L) are confluent w.r.t. d in generalized sense at the same time. Moreover, the 
respective constant k is the same. This is a generalization of Theorem 5.4. 
Theorem 6.1. For any quasi order 6 on C* and integer k > 1, a language L C_ C’ is 
k-con$uent w.r. t. < if and only if the down-set DOWN<(L) is k-conjluent W.Y. t. d. 
Proof. Suppose first that L is k-confluent w.r.t. <. By definition, we have 
L=ljLi, 
i=l 
for some languages Li C C’, Li confluent w.r.t. 6, for any 1 <i < k. We have 
DOWN<(L)=DOWN< =iJDOWN<(Li) 
i=l 
and, by Theorem 5.4, any language DOWN<(Li), 1 <i < k, is confluent w.r.t. d. Thus 
DOWN<(L) is k-confluent w.r.t. d. 
Conversely, suppose that DOWN<(L) is k-confluent w.r.t. d and put 
DOWN<(L)= /JRi, 
i=l 
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for some languages Ri C C’, Ri confluent w.r.t. <, for any 1 d i d k. As above, we have 
DOWN<(L) = iJDowN<(Ri), 
i=l 
so we may assume that, for any 1 <i < k, Ri = DOWN< (Ri). Again, we may indeed make 
this assumption because, by Theorem 5.4, DOWN<(R,) is confluent w.r.t. < since Ri is. 
Suppose also that, for no 1 <j < k, 
DOWN<(L) = fJRi. 
i=l 
i#j 
This would mean that we can eventually decrease k to k’ < k. Then, if we prove that 
L is k/-confluent w.r.t. 6, then it is also k-confluent w.r.t. <. 
Let us define, for any 1 <i < k, the language 
Li = L n Ri. 
Claim 1. L = UT=, Li. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since Li CL, for any 1 Qi < k, the inclusion “2” follows. For 
the converse inclusion, take w E L. Because d is reflexive, L C DOWN<(L), so w E 
DOWN<(L) and thus w E Ri, for some 1 <i <k. Hence w E L n Ri = Li. The claim is 
proved. 
Claim 2. For any 1 <i < k and x E Ri, there exists y E L 0 Ri such that x 6 y. 
Proof of Claim 2. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that there are io, 1 <iO <k, and 
x E Ri, such that, for any y, x d y implies y @ L n Ri,, .
Take an arbitrary w E Ri,. Since Ri,, is confluent w.r.t. 6, there is y E R, such that 
w d y and x < y. Using our assumption, it follows that y @ L. But y E Ri, c DOWN<(L), 
so y <z, for some z E L. Then z E Rj, for some 1 <j < k. We must have j # io because 
j = io would imply z E LnRi, and as x <z, by the transitivity of <, this would contra- 
dict our assumption. Consequently, w <z and, as we supposed that Rj = DOWN<, 




DOWN<(L) = 6 Ri, 
i=l 
i#io 
a contradiction which proves the claim. 
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Claim 3. For any 1 <i<k, DOWN<(Li) = Ri. 
Proof of Claim 3. Since, by definition, Li C Ri and, as we supposed, Ri = DOWNS<, 
the inclusion DOWN $ (Li)F Ri follows. 
For the converse inclusion, take x E Ri. By Claim 2, there is y E L n Ri = Li such 
that x < y. Consequently, x E DOWNS< and the equality is proved. 
Finally, the fact that Ri is confluent w.r.t. 8 implies, by Claim 3, that DOWN<(Li) 
is confluent w.r.t. 6. By Theorem 5.4, it follows that also L, is confluent w.r.t. <. 
Using Claim 1, we have that L is k-confluent w.r.t. d as claimed. q 
We now move to the interconnection between generalized confluence and well quasi 
orders. In one direction we have the following result. 
Theorem 6.2. Zf d is a quasi order on C* such that any language L C C* is confluent 
w.r. t. < in generalized sense, then any antichain of d is jnite. 
Proof. Suppose that L C C* is an antichain of 6. By hypothesis, L is confluent w.r.t. 
< in generalized sense. Therefore, we have 
L=iJLj. 
1=1 
for some k> 1,Li C C*,Li confluent w.r.t. <, for any 1 didk. 
Consider an i, 1 <i <k and two elements u, v E Li. Since Li is confluent w.r.t. 6, 11, 
there is w E L, such that ud w and vbw. But u, v, w E L which is an antichain of 6. 
It follows that u = w and v = w, thus u = v. As u and v were arbitrarily chosen in Li, 
we get that 
card(Li) = 1, for any 1 <i<k. 
Consequently, 
card(L) = k, 
hence L is finite. 0 
Corollary 6.3. Zf d is a well founded quasi order on C* such that any language 
L C C* is confluent W.Y. t. 6 in generalized sense, then < is a well quasi order. 
There is also an obvious connection between the ordinary confluence property and 
total orders. 
Theorem 6.4. For a partial order < on C”, < is total tf and only tf any language 
L C C’ is con$uent w. r. t. < 
In order to find a connection in the other direction, that is, to find some condi- 
tions according to which the property of being well for a quasi order < implies the 
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generalized confluence w.r.t. d for any language, we need a result concerning the 
form of the down-sets w.r.t. <,. It is known by Theorem 3.3 that, for any language 
L, the down-set DOWN<*(L) is regular. 
Lemma 6.5. For any language L C E*, DOWN<,(L) is a jinite union of sets of the form 
w&;wlc;w~. . . wn_lC,+w,, 
for some n>O,Wi E C*,Ci&C,for any 16idn. 
Proof. Since ~om<~(L) is regular for any L, we may restrict ourselves to regular 
languages L; just take DOWN~,~(L) instead of L and use the fact that the operator 
DOWN<~ is idempotent. 
The proof now continues by induction on the regular expression defining L. The 
basis of the induction, for L = 0 or L is a letter, is clear. Suppose then that the 
statement holds true for L defined be any of the regular expressions a and p and let 
us prove it for L defined by (a + p), (a& or c(*. 
The cases of union and catenation are clear. (The catenation of two sets of the form 
in the statement has the same form.) For a*, if alph(cc) C C denotes the set of letters 
appearing in ol, then the required representation for a* is just (alph(a))*. 0 
We can state now the connection result already announced. 
Theorem 6.6. Zf < is a well quasi order on .Y which is an extension of 6,, then 
any language L 5 ,X* is confluent w. r. t. < in generalized sense. 
Proof. Take L C z*. By Lemma 6.5, the down-set DOWN<~(L) is a finite union of sets 
of the form R = w&wlC;w2.. . w,_ ,C,*w,, using the notations there. If x, y E R, then 
x = wouiwi . ..&W., y = WlJUlWl . . . v,w,, for some ui, vi E C,?, 1 <i <n. Consider the 
word z = w~uiviwi . . . u,v,w, E R. Obviously x < ,z, y dsz, thus R is confluent w.r.t. 
<,. Therefore DOWNER is confluent w.r.t. ds in generalized sense. By Theorem 6.1, 
we obtain that also L is confluent w.r.t. 6, in generalized sense and put 
L = lj,i, 
i=l 
for some k> 1,Li C C*,Li confluent w.r.t. <,, for any 1 <id k. Since d is an extension 
of 6,, it follows that Li is confluent w.r.t. 6, for any 1 <i< k. Therefore, L is confluent 
w.r.t. d in generalized sense, as claimed. 0 
Using Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, we get the following corollary of Theorem 6.6. 
Corollary 6.7. Zf d is one of ds, ~8, then any language is conjuent w. r. t. d in 
generalized sense. 
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We end this section with the following historical observation. It is quite surprising 
that the regular languages of the particular type appearing in Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 6.5 
were investigated already in the 1960s. Indeed, the terms of the union appearing in 
Lemma 6.5 are called “quasi-uniform events” in [12], where several decision problems 
are settled, for instance, the problem of an arbitrarily given regular language being a 
quasi-uniform event. References to further work in this area, in particular by Michael 
Yoeli, are given in [12, 141. In general, languages of low loop complexity such as 
quasi-uniform events were important in the theory of switching circuits. The work of 
Schiitzenberger [2] showed that the loop complexity can become arbitrarily high. 
7. Effective regularity of down-sets 
For any language L, the down-set DOWER is regular, see Theorem 3.3. Van 
Leeuwen [ 151 proved a general result concerning the effective regularity of down-sets 
DOWN>,~(L), see Theorem 3.6. In this section, we give a generalization of this result 
for well quasi orders with certain properties. 
We remind that, for any monotone well quasi order d on C*, the down-set DOWN> (L) 
is regular, for any language L C: I’, see Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 7.1. Let d be a monotone well quasi order on C* such that, for any u,v E 
C*, u<v implies IuI<IvI andu<v,lul = I I . pl v lm ies v d u. Suppose that, for any jinite 
set F, the down-set DOWN>(F) is effectively regular. Zf 2’ is a family of languages 
eflectively closed under intersection with regular sets, then the regularity of the down- 
sets DOWNY is efiective for languages L in 2’ if and only if the emptiness problem 
is decidable in 9. 
Proof. Suppose first that, for any L E 2, the down-set DOWNY is effectively regular. 
Since L and DOWN>(L) are simultaneously empty, the decidability of the emptiness 
problem in 9 follows now from its decidability for regular languages. 
Conversely, suppose that the emptiness problem is decidable in dp and let us show 
that, for any L E 9, the down-set DOWNY is effectively regular. 
Consider an arbitrary total order on C = {al,a2,. . . ,acard(z)}, a, < aj, for any 
1 <i < j<card(C), and the total lexicographical order on C’; for u, v E C’, 
u<leXv iffeither Iu] < IvI, or u = v, or else 
U = ai, ai2 . . . ai,,, , V = Ui, . . . ai,_, Ujr . . . a.jiU,, 
for some ldkdlul,l~ir,jr~card(C),ik < jk. 
For any language L, define 
min<L = {w E L I for any x E L,if xdw,then w<x and w<rexx}. 
Claim 1. For any language L, min< L is jinite. 
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Proof of Claim 1. It is enough to show that the set A = { IwI 1 w E min< L} is finite. 
In order to prove this, consider, for any n E A, w, E min< L, Iwn 1 = n, and take the 
set B = {wn I n E A}. If B is finite, then A is finite too. If w, <w,, then II <m. But 
w,,, E min< L implies w, <w,,, hence n = m and w, = w,. Consequently, B is an 
antichain of <. As < is a well quasi order, B is finite, thus A is finite. 
Claim 2. For any language L, Dowr+> (min< L) = ~owiv~(L). Moreover, if L # 0, 
then, for any R c min< L, DOWN>(R) c DOWN>(L). 
Proof of Claim 2. Since min< L & L, DOWN> (min< L) c DOWN>(L). To prove the con- 
verse inclusion, take wg E L. Since < is well founded, we can find wi E L such that 
WI <WO and, for any w E L, w < WI implies WI <w. If, for some w E L, w < WI 
and wl< w, then, by hypothesis, IwI = I WI I. Hence, we can find w2 E L such that 
w2 <WI, WI <wz, and, for any w E L with w 6wi and wi <w, we have w2 GleXw. 
Therefore w2 E min< L and, since wg >w2, it follows that wg E ~o~~~(rnin< L). The 
equality is proved. 
Take now R c min G L and w E min< L - R. (Since L is nonempty, min G L is 
nonempty too.) We claim that w $! DOWN>(R). Indeed, if w E DOWN>(R), then xbw, 
for some x E R. As w E min< L, it follows that w <x and w 6 leXx. As also x E min< L, 
we get x < leXw, thus x = w and so w E R, a contradiction. The claim is proved. 
We now give an algorithm to compute a regular expression for DOWN> (L). 
Algorithm 7.2. 
Input: a language L E 9, L C C*. 
Output: a regular expression representing the regular language DOWN>(L). 
1. Consider Z* totally ordered lexicographically and put C* = {w~,w~,wJ, . . .}, such 
that wi < /exwi+l, for any i 2 1; 
2. Initialize MINL - 0 
[the variable MrNLwill reach, at the end of the algorithm, the value minQ L]; 
3. i-l 
[start with WI]; 
4. If L n (C* - DOWN> (MINI)) # 0, then go to step 5, else go to step 6; 
[When L n (C* - DOWN>(MINL)) = 8, that is, L C DOWN~(MINL), the algorithm 
has to stop because the value of min< L has been found. Indeed, as it will be 
seen at step 5, always MINL 2 min< L and so, by Claim 2, L C DOWN>(MINL) if 
and only if MNL = min< L. Otherwise, the algorithm goes to step 5 attempting 
to include wi in MINL. By hypothesis, DOWN> (MINL) is effectively regular since, by 
Claim 1, min< L is finite. Then C* - DOWN>(MINL) is effectively regular too. Thus 
L n (C* - DOWN>(MINL)) is effectively in 9 and its emptiness can be decided.] 
5. If (L n (Z* - DOWN>(MINL))) n {Wi} # 8, then MINL - MINL U {wi},i +- i + 1, 
and go to step 4, else i - i + 1 and go to step 5. 
[Notice that (L n (c* - DOWN>(MINL))) n {wi} is effectively in 9. Therefore its 
emptiness can be decided. If it is not empty, then wi E L and wi $ DOWN>(MINL). 
6. 
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NOW, if wjdwi, for some Wj E L, then ]wjl <]w;]. If ]wjl < /wi], then j<i - 1. 
Hence, wi has been considered at step 5 before, so either Wj E MINL or wk <wj, for 
some 1 <k d j - 2 such that wk E MINL. In both cases we find WI E MINI such that 
WI < wi, thus wi E DOWNY (MIN& a contradiction. Therefore Iwjl = Iwi( and so, by 
hypothesis, Wi <wj. Consider jo = min{j I wj E L,w~<w;, (wjl = Iwil}. Then joGi. 
If jo < i, then wjO E MINI and so wi E DOWN> (MINL), a contradiction. Thus i = jo 
and wi < lcI wi, for any wj E L, wj < w;, I wi I = 1~; I. Consequently wi E min G L and it 
is correctly added to MINL. On the other hand, if (Ln(Z*-DOWN~(MINL)))~{W,} = a, 
then, as L n (C* - DOWNY (MINL)) # 8 from step 4, either w; 6 L or wj <wi, for 
some j < i such that wj E MINI_ C min< L. In both cases, wi is correctly skipped 
and w,+r is tested at step 5. If wi is added, then, before testing wi+i, the algorithm 
checks at step 4 whether there is any word to be added to MINL.] 
Output a regular expression for DOWNY (min< L). 
[As, by Claim 1, min< L is finite, the algorithm will certainly reach this step and 
end.] 
As an application of our general result in Theorem 7.1, we give the next corollary. 
Corollary 7.3. For any context-free language L, the down-set DOWN> .(L) is efectively 
regular. 
Proof. The quasi order 6.p is a monotone well quasi order on C* and, obviously, 
U<~V implies IuI<IvI. Also, if u<,,v and 1~1 = Iv/, then u and u have the same 
Parikh vector, so also v<u. 
For a finite set F = {w~,w~,...,w,}~C*, if J. e F, then DOWNY, = C*. Other- 
wise, if Wi = Wi,l Wi,2 . . . W,,nz, W,,,, E Z, 1 <j<ni, 1 bidn, then 
DOWN3 y(F) = Ij IJ ‘*wi,n(~ )c*w;,~(~)c* . . .Z*wi,n(n,)C*, 
i= I nw,, 
so it is effectively regular. 
Since the family of context-free languages fulfills the conditions in Theorem 7.1, the 
result is proved. 0 
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